Where it comes from is where everyone else goes.

As the flagship of the marque that earned the patent on the automobile itself, there is arguably no car whose lineage surpasses the S-Class. It has not, however, ever cashed in its inheritance. For generations, it has not just advanced its own family legacy but repeatedly elevated what all cars can do: How they please and protect their occupants, How they engage their drivers and relieve them of stress, Even how they interact with other vehicles. The heritage of the S-Class has always been rooted in a tomorrow other cars can reach for. And that you can enjoy today.

MODELS
Sedan: S 450/S 450 4MATIC
S 560/S 560 4MATIC
S 560e Plug-in Hybrid
AMG S 63/AMG S 65
Coupe: S 560 4MATIC/AMG S 63
Cabriolet: S 560/AMG S 63
S 560 4MATIC COUPE

- 463-hp V8 biturbo engine
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- Selenite Grey metallic
- 20" AMG® 10-spoke wheels
- AMG Line

Standard and available equipment may vary by model. Please see back of brochure.
With more than 100,000 patents, Mercedes-Benz has repeatedly redefined where all cars will go next. It’s why the S-Class might be the only car in the world that aspires only to outdo itself.
Leadership with a comfortable lead
Any luxury car can assert that it’s comfortable. At least to ride in. The S-Class is comfortable in many additional ways. It’s at ease when the road turns. Composed when the weather turns. And with a combination of foresight and fortitude, it’s in its element if a situation turns for the worse. It all comes from an unwavering commitment to lead by example, and comfort you like no other car.

Breadth of choice, depth of character
While much of what defines an S-Class is singular, even superlative, it offers a choice of 11 models in three body types—spacious sedan, sleek coupe, or soft-top cabriolet. All have biturbo power—with six, eight or 12 cylinders, or six plus an electric motor. And all meld modern with timeless—raising the state of the art, and of the artisan.

THEIR ONLY OPTION IS TO SET THE STANDARD

S-Class models
- S 450/S 450 4MATIC Sedan
  - 362-hp V6 biturbo
- S 560 Sedan, Cabriolet
- S 560 4MATIC Sedan, Coupe
  - 463-hp V8 biturbo
- S 560e Sedan
  - 469-hp (combined) V6 biturbo + plug-in hybrid electric motor
- AMG S 63 Sedan, Coupe, Cabriolet
  - Handcrafted 633-hp AMG V8 biturbo
- AMG S 65 Sedan
  - Handcrafted 621-hp AMG V12 biturbo
S 560 SEDAN

Silk Beige/Deep Sea Blue Nappa leather, Burr Walnut wood
Executive Rear Seat Package
Burmester® High-End 3D sound
MAGIC SKY CONTROL®
PROGRESS

The very definition of poise under pressure

The swell of turbo-boosted torque can make a highway merge feel like ballet. The agile reflexes of adaptive air suspension helps iron out bumps, unravel winding roads, and keep an even keel as you load cargo or welcome passengers aboard. And the aerodynamics of its athletic yet majestic body help an S-Class slice through the wind with quiet efficiency, cleave to the road sure-footedly, and cut a dashing profile whether it’s parked or, well, dashing. Whether taking off from a stoplight or taking on a mountain switchback, an S-Class condenses air, fuel, spark and pressure into pure pleasure.

Performance highlights

- Biturbo engines: V6 or V8, V6 with EQ Power plug-in hybrid electric motor, or handcrafted AMG V8 or V12
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive*, or fully variable AMG Performance 4MATIC®+ (S 63)
- Adaptive AIRMATIC® suspension, or fully active MAGIC BODY CONTROL® with road-scanning camera and curve tilting* (AMG Adaptive Suspension on S 63; AMG Active Suspension on S 65)
- Automatic 4-wheel level control
- DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
- Fuel-saving ECO Start/Stop system

Breakthroughs in performance are how the S-Class has driven change for decades. And how it responds to change in milliseconds.

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see back of brochure.
WHERE EVERY SENSE GETS A SENDATION

Seamlessness from a thousand stitches
Leather, wood and metal flow together in a cabin that’s as sculptural as it is spacious. Beyond impeccable, the details approach impossibly precise: Stitching that runs around the perforations. Drilled metal speaker grilles that redefine audiovisual. And multiple zones of LED ambient lighting with 64 colors to choose and combine.

Ambiance you can tailor for yourself
ENERGIZING Comfort orchestrates front-seat heating, ventilation and massage options with ambient lighting, climate settings, fragrance and music. Pioneered by the S-Class, it offers a range of programs that can help rejuvenate, revitalize or relax you in body and spirit.

Whether you inspect them up close or sit back and take it all in, the cabin’s details are crafted to reward all your senses – especially your sense of style.

Luxury highlights
Heated front seats with ventilation* and “hot stone” massage*
Multiple rear seating configurations* for sedans, including Executive right seat or dual seats with folding tables
Burmeaster® Surround Sound, or Burmester High-End 3D Surround Sound with up to 26 speakers*
AIRSCARF® neck-level heating, intelligent climate control (cabriolets)
Panorama roof, with MAGIC SKY CONTROL® electronically variable tint* (sedans, coupes)

*Optional or not available on some models.
Please see basis of brochure.
AMG S 65 SEDAN

Mahogany/Silk Beige Exclusive
Nappa leather
Black Poplar wood
Executive Rear Seat Package
PLUS (dual power rear seats)
**WATCHFULNESS IS A CONSTANT**

**Advancements to protect your future**

Mercedes-Benz engineers have spent decades preparing for events they hope you’ll never experience. Car-to-X Communication lets your S-Class learn about hazards ahead and help notify others. If an impact is sensed as imminent, PRE-SAFE® Sound can emit a special tone to trigger your ears’ natural defenses before a loud crash.

**Innovations to flow with the present**

An available suite of driver assists lets you change lanes with a tap of a turn signal, uses GPS to help the cruise control slow for tolls or exits, watches the speed limit, and more. It can also help you execute an evasive move, and prepare for an impending front or rear impact.

**Safety highlights**

- Radar-based Active Brake Assist
- Frontal collision mitigation, PRE-SAFE®
- Active Parking Assist, Blind Spot Assistance with Exit Warning Assist
- Rearview camera or multicamera Surround View System
- Driver Assistance Package with Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC® cruise control, Route-based Speed Adaptation, Evasive Steering Assist, Active Blind Spot, Emergency Stop, Lane Change, Speed Limit and Steering Assist, and more
- Pop-up roll bars (Cabriolets)

An advanced network of sensors watches ahead and around you. S-Class safety innovations peer into the future, to look out for yours.

**THOUGHTFULNESS MAKES IT ADAPTABLE**

**Seamless connections, multiple options**

Dual 12.3" screens team with a console touchpad and Touch Control Buttons on the steering wheel, for clear display of information and intuitive control of audio, navigation and comfort settings. You can also control a wide array of cockpit features—from navigation to audio to turning on the heated seats—with your voice.

**Variable visuals, custom-tailored sound**

The digital instrument cluster lets you reconfigure its displays and change gauge styles. Germany’s renowned Burmester has created two surround sound systems for the S-Class: a 13-speaker digital system, or an analog/digital High-End 3D system with up to 26 speakers.

**Technology highlights**

- Dual 12.3" displays for instruments and COMAND® navigation/audio, touchpad controller, and steering-wheel Touch Control Buttons
- Head-Up Display
- Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto
- HD Radio stations, Bluetooth® audio streaming, SiriusXM®, and in-car WiFi® with TuneIn Radio
- Wireless charging and NFC pairing
- Burmester® Surround Sound or High-End 3D Surround Sound System

Human-focused tech expands what your hands and voice can perform. And elevates what your eyes and ears can perceive.

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see back of brochure.
OPTION PACKAGES

WARMTH & COMFORT PACKAGE

- Heated steering wheel
- Heated front center and door armrests
- Heated rear seats
- Power outboard rear seats with memory; heated and ventilated outboard rear seats with rapid heating feature; heated rear armrests (sedans)

PREMIUM PACKAGE

- Ventilated front seats; active multicontour front seats with “hot stone” massage
- Surround View System
- Power rear-side window sunshades
- ENERGIZING Comfort; Air Balance cabin-air purification and fragrance systems
  (All items standard on coupes and cabriolets)

AMG LINE EXTERIOR

- AMG body styling
- 19” AMG® twin 5-spoke wheels
  Optional upgrade:
  20” AMG 10-spoke wheels
  (Available on all S 450 and S 560 models.)

There are countless ways to make your S-Class a perfect fit from the moment you drive it home. Better yet, with numerous reconfigurable features, you can tailor your S-Class to suit your desires over and over.

Bring your dream to your driveway

Even with an abundance of standard features, a menu of enticing options lets you create an S-Class that’s a perfect fit for your life and your style. Thoughtfully curated option packages—like the selection shown here—make it easy to add the most popular features, or group features that perform even better in concert than they would individually. There’s also a wide selection of individual options and Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories that help you take the S-Class that’s in your dreams and put it in your driveway.

Package contents and standard equipment vary by model. Turn to page 51 or visit MBUSA.com for details.

Other packages

- Rear Seat Package
- Executive Rear Seat Package
- Executive Rear Seat Package PLUS
- Driver Assistance Package

Exclusive to AMG models:
- AMG Exterior Carbon Fiber Package (AMG models)
- AMG Exterior Night Styling Package (AMG models)
- AMG Aerodynamics Package (S 63 Coupe)

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
Tailored for a perfect fit.

A progressive series of cabin comfort packages let you make your S-Class an increasingly indulgent haven for its passengers. AMG models also offer special styling options that reflect their rich racing heritage. An array of individual options let you tailor your S-Class precisely to suit your needs and desires. Among them, sedan rear passengers can enjoy a dual-screen, multiple-input entertainment system that also offers easy control of numerous rear-cabin comfort features via on-screen menus and the included wireless remotes.

Package contents and standard equipment vary by model. Turn to page 51 or visit MBUSA.com for details.

Other options
Night View Assist PLUS
MAGIC BODY CONTROL® (S 560 Sedan)
Head-Up Display
Electrically heated windshield
MAGIC SKY CONTROL® (sedans, coupes)
Heated steering wheel
Burmeister® High-End 3D Surround Sound system
CD player in glovebox (sedans)
Rear-cabin wireless charging (sedans)
Headlamps with Swarovski crystal accents (coupes, cabriolets)
Refrigerator box for rear cabin (sedans, coupes)
Exclusive to AMG models:
AMG Ceramic Composite Braking System
AMG Performance steering wheels
AMG DRIVE UNIT steering-wheel controls (coupes, cabriolets)

AMG EXTERIOR PACKAGES
Carbon Fiber Package (S 63 models and S 65):
Carbon fiber front apron “jet-wing” trim, side mirror covers, side sill and rear apron inserts
Night Package (S 63 models and S 65): Gloss Black exterior accents, black chrome tailpipes
Aerodynamics Package (S 63 Coupe): Deeper front splitter, rear spoiler, both in carbon fiber

SEDAN REAR SEAT PACKAGES
Rear Seat Package: Power right rear footrest; 4-zone climate control; EASY-ADJUST front head restraints
Executive Rear Seat Package: Multicontour rear seats with massage; Executive right rear seat; Cushionbag® seat-integrated air bag
Executive Rear Seat Package Plus: 4-place seating with dual power rear seats and console; rear folding tables; heated and cooled rear cupholders

REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT
LCD monitors built into front head restraints
USB and HDMI inputs
Blu-ray® DVD player between rear seats
Dual wireless remotes (includes key rear-cabin comfort controls via on-screen menus)
Two sets of wireless headphones (Available on sedans.)

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
There may be no sedan that inspires like an S-Class. And no sedan that’s so widely admired. For those who drive one, there’s simply no car that’s so deeply desired.
Composure without compromise

Semi-active AIRMATIC® suspension can adapt for changing roads, passenger and cargo loads, and the driving modes of DYNAMIC SELECT. It helps keep the car level, can lower it to enhance efficiency and stability at speed, and continually adjusts to balance precise handling feel with an air-cushioned ride.

Sumptuousness with support

Heated, power front seats are designed for comfort you can feel right way and enjoy for hours of travel and years of ownership. The Premium Package adds ventilation, rapid heating and multi-contour features that can enhance side support in corners, or offer a range of massages including "hot stone" treatments.

Spaciousness is a specialty

Multiple cabin configurations lets passengers make the most of the S-Class sedans’ exceptional legroom. Beyond heating, ventilation, power adjustment and massage options, an Executive right seat adds power calf and footrests. Twin lounge chairs have foldaway writing tables. You can even add a refrigerator box.

Progress with peace of mind

Available driver assists help you de-stress in traffic. Radar/GPS-based cruise control can adapt to posted speeds or slow for an offramp. A tap of a turn signal can expertly perform a lane change. Other systems can watch out for crossing traffic and pedestrians.

Put an S-Class in motion, and you’ll feel elegance become exuberance. And you’ll quickly understand how its greatest tradition is to always advance.

The S 450 and S 560 Sedans

There’s a reason so many heads of state have long elected to be driven in an S-Class sedan. And it goes far beyond ample room for their heads, and legs. It’s much the same reason you’ll find champion racecar drivers leaving the track behind the wheel of one. Simply put, there’s likely no other car that leads the way in so many measures of an automobile at once: Innovation in safety, performance and luxury. Elegance in its design, appointments, and its agile, athletic moves. And with an unbroken tradition of redefining what’s new, while remembering what matters.

This is also why so many heads of car companies look to the S-Class for inspiration. For generations, its industry-first features, from adaptive headlamps and intelligent cruise control to ventilated seats and 100% LED lighting, have previewed how all cars will be in the future. S-Class drivers and passengers, however, get to enjoy these firsts, first. Because whether you’re riding like royalty in its spacious rear cabin, or relishing its biturbo torque, crisp handling and available 4MATIC® all-wheel drive, no sedan leads—and leads you to enjoyment—like an S-Class can.
S 560 4MATIC SEDAN

- 463-hp V8 biturbo engine
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- Diamond Silver metallic
- 19" multispoke wheels
- Driver Assistance Package
ENERGIZED

The S 560e EQ Power Plug-in Hybrid Sedan

There’s only one car that can claim to be the S-Class of plug-in hybrids. Because there’s only one sedan that delivers its innovation, inspiration and indulgence with advanced gas-electric power. A smooth, strong biturbo V6, a 90kW electric motor, and a compact lithium-ion battery join forces for a combined 469 hp. Radar helps it recuperate energy intelligently as you slow down. Its navigation system helps optimize the use of gas and electric power along your route, or up to four miles ahead if you’re not using guidance. And it can return up 64 MPGe in combined city/highway driving.11

Plug-in hybrid highlights

- 469 hp (combined) V6 biturbo gasoline engine with 90kW electric motor
- Compact underhood lithium-ion battery charges at home or public charging station
- Adaptive, self-leveling AIRMATIC® suspension, 19" multispoke wheels
- Haptic accelerator pedal offers efficient driving feedback via gentle pulsing
- Route-Based Battery Optimization and Anticipatory Operating Mode
- Radar-based Regenerative Braking System

Can sumptuous be sensible? The S-Class has already proven that luxury can be sporty, and safety can be stylish. Imagine a plug-in hybrid that can recharge you.

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
Its most beautiful features are concealed from sight: a pillarless profile that’s uninterrupted by visible framework, and peerless engineering that’s never restrained by the ordinary.
Magnetic attractions
Whether you follow the sun or are guided by stars, the standard Panorama roof offers a grand vista. Available MAGIC SKY CONTROL® adds an entirely different dimension: instant darkening of the roof. Switch it on, and electromagnetic particles align to let light in. Turn it off, and they scatter to block it.

Organic technology
Wafer-thin organic LED elements (OLEDs) turn the taillamps into three-dimensional sculptures of light that change with your viewing angle. The jewel-like mances of optional Swarovski® crystal accents add further intrigue to the intelligent LED headlamps.

Natural beauty
Supple Nappa leather, notable for its smooth grain, is fitted by hand to all four individually contoured seats. Even more exquisitely crafted designo Nappa is available in seven solid and two-tone motifs. All six of your wood trim options are finished by hand.

Functional artistry
Six wheel choices are available in 19" or 20" sizes and a range of styles. Included are an AMG® wheel in each size to complement the even more athletic, aerodynamic and aggressive look that the available AMG Line brings to the coupe’s wind-boned design.

The unencumbered view out of an S-Class Coupe also reveals what’s enshrouded within. The engineering that can create a body that’s both airy and strong, and performance that even passengers can enjoy.

FOR A MORE ENLIGHTENED PERSPECTIVE

The S 560 4MATIC Coupe
If it seems like most cars are a compromise born from a battle between designers, engineers and accountants, the S-Class Coupe is an emphatic exception. For one, the engineers at Mercedes Benz are quite passionate about styling. One walk around the showroom or a classic car event should make that long-held tradition clear. What you see in the S-Class Coupe—or more importantly, do not see—is further proof. Since 1961, it’s been the only car in continuous production with a “pillarless” design. Its four retractable side windows are uninterrupted by visible framework, for an airy lightness with the windows open or closed. And yet it offers a Mercedes-Benz level of strength and solidity, which might explain its singular longevity. Of course, there’s also everything that makes it an S-Class: The groundbreaking innovation in luxury, safety and driving ease. The breathtaking thrust of a 463-hp biturbo V8. The surefooted confidence of 4MATIC® all-wheel drive. And the graceful agility of AIRMATIC® suspension. Invisible strengths define the character of an S-Class, but its powerful allure is there for all to see.
S 560 4MATIC COUPE

- 463-hp V8 biturbo engine
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- Selenite Grey metallic
- 19" multispoke wheels
- Driver Assistance Package
An S-Class is a car that follows only its own star. So there might be no more perfect expression of it than one that also outshines the sun.
Season extension
AIRSCARF® can envelop your neck and shoulders in warm air via vents below each front head restraint. Heated rear seats and front armrests are available, too. ENERGIZING Comfort can create rejuvenating environments by teaming front-seat heating and massage with cabin lighting, music and fragrance.

Tailored tradition
The “acoustic” soft top is crafted from three layers. A rich fabric covering is bonded to a thick inner layer that insulates noise and temperature for coupelike comfort. In under 20 seconds, at up to 31 mph, the power top vanishes under the sculpted rear deck.

Seamless transition
The intelligent climate control is designed to adapt automatically to top-down driving. Likewise for the Burmester® surround sound – not just volume but the full audio profile. AIRCAP® raises a wind deflector atop the windshield and a draft stop near the rear head restraints to minimize top-down turbulence.

Splashless vision
MAGIC VISION CONTROL® emits heated windshield washer fluid from laser-cut holes along each wiper blade. Spraying only in the direction of wiping so it’s quickly swept away, it can clean the glass without overspray that might reach the open-topped cabin.

Innovation that can extend seasons. Performance whose immediate joys endure. Style that’ll outlive trends. You won’t count minutes in this car. Instead, an S-Class Cabriolet has a way of making every minute count.

FUTURE HERITAGE, LIVING IN THE PRESENT

The S 560 Cabriolet
On any given day, we encounter bridges to other times in our lives. Family photos look into our past. An investment portfolio focuses on the future. If you’re an enthusiast of automobiles, they might do both – especially those that have earned notoriety as collectibles, like any number of Mercedes-Benz cabriolets from generations past. Does such a rich heritage matter in a new car? Consider this: Of all classic marques, how many are still in production? The S-Class has endured not by growing old gracefully, but by continually redefining new. Boldly. And gracefully.

The S 560 Cabriolet has a knack for transcending time in numerous ways. Its 463-hp biturbo V8 and AIRMATIC® suspension let you revel in the moment for hours on end. Its clever comfort features can make a chilly evening the perfect time for a starlit, top-down cruise. And the highly advanced driver assists and cabin technologies available can make an everyday commute feel like an escape. With every generation, the S-Class Cabriolet has renewed its defining tradition. Like no other car, it lets you live in the present, celebrate history, and preview the future.

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
S 560 4MATIC CABRIOLET

- 463-hp V8 biturbo engine
- Black with designo Porcelain/Titian Red Nappa leather
- 20" multispoke wheels
- Driver Assistance Package
The story of every Mercedes-AMG automobile starts with an S-Class sedan that became a racing legend. It might be the only flagship that’s sailed under a checkered flag.

AMG handling highlights

- AMG DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
- AMG Adaptive Sport Suspension based on AIRMATIC® (S 63), or AMG Active Suspension based on MAGIC BODY CONTROL® with CURVE function (S 65)
- AMG Performance steering wheels*
- AMG Performance 4MATIC+ all-wheel drive with variable torque from 50/50 to 100% rear-wheel drive (S 63)
- AMG performance, composite and Ceramic Compound brakes**

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see back of brochure.
AMG S 63 COUPE

Handcrafted 603-hp V8 biturbo, AMG Performance 4MATIC+
Iridium Silver metallic
20" AMG® forged cross-spoke wheels, Exterior Night Package
Torque from twin turbos
Twin turbos nest in the “hot V” between the handcrafted V8’s cylinder banks in an S 63 Sedan, Coupe or Cabriolet. The layout cuts lag and losses, for massive power and 0–60 in as little as 3.4 seconds. A hand-built biturbo V12 with 738 lb-ft of torque thrusts the superlative S 65 Sedan.

Power to the pavement
AMG Performance 4MATIC+ all-wheel drive can vary an S63’s front-to-rear torque split from 50/50 to 100% rear-wheel drive. The system can adapt to conditions as well as the driving modes of AMG DYNAMIC SELECT—for quicker acceleration without sacrificing the agility that AMG drivers cherish. All models wear staggered-width AMG® wheels—with wider rear tires for greater launch grip—in any of six 20” options, nearly all forged-alloy.

AMG S 63 highlights
Handcrafted AMG 4.0L V8 biturbo, 603 hp and 664 lb-ft of torque
AMG SPEEDSHIFT® MCT 9-speed multiclutch transmission
AMG Performance 4MATIC+

AMG S 65 Sedan highlights
Handcrafted AMG 6.0L V12 biturbo, 621 hp and 738 lb-ft of torque
AMG SPEEDSHIFT TCT 7-speed transmission
Rear-wheel drive
AMG S 63 CABRIOLET

Handcrafted 603-hp V8 biturbo,
AMG Performance 4MATIC+
designo Cashmere White Magno
20" AMG® forged twin 5-spoke
wheels, Carbon Fiber Package
## Specifications and Options

### SPECIFICATIONS AND OPTIONS

**BUILD YOUR OWN**

#### Specifications

| $450 Sedan | $540 models | $540e Sedan | $540 models V6 Sedan | AMG Sedan $450e | AMG Sedan $63 | AMG Coupe $540e 4matic | AMG Cabriolet $540e | AMG Cabriolet $63
|-------------|-------------|-------------|----------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------
| **Engine** | 3.5L V6 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.0L V6 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.5L V8 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.0L V8 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.0L V8 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.0L V8 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.0L V8 biturbo w/Direct Injection | 4.0L V8 biturbo w/Direct Injection |
| **Power** | 360 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm | 416 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm | 450 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm | 510 hp @ 5,000–5,500 rpm | 510 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm | 520 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm | 520 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm | 520 hp @ 5,500–6,000 rpm |
| **Torque** | 370 lb-ft @ 2,200–4,000 rpm | 382 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm | 385 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm | 385 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm | 385 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm | 385 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm | 385 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm | 385 lb-ft @ 1,800–4,500 rpm |
| **Automatic transmission** | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles | 9G-TRONIC SpeedShift w/shift paddles |
| **Acceleration, 0–60 mph** | 4.3 sec | 4.4 sec | 4.6 sec | 4.6 sec | 4.6 sec | 4.6 sec | 4.6 sec | 4.6 sec |
| **Wheels** | 18" twin 5-spoke w/seasonal tires; 20" multi-spoke w/summer tires | 18" twin 5-spoke w/seasonal tires; 20" multi-spoke w/summer tires | 19" multi-spoke w/summer tires | 20" AMG 5-spoke w/high-performance tires | 20" AMG forged 10-spoke wheels w/high-performance tires | 20" AMG forged 10-spoke wheels w/high-performance tires | 20" AMG forged 10-spoke wheels w/high-performance tires | 20" AMG forged 10-spoke wheels w/high-performance tires |
| **Suspension** | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® | Self-leveling AIRMATIC® |
| **Dimensions** | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive | Rear-wheel drive |

### Performance Features

**Performance and efficiency**

- **DYNAMIC SELECT**
- DDS® Drive Select System
- 4WD/4MATIC® system
- 9G-TRONIC® SpeedShift with shift paddles

**Safety and security**

- Active Brake Assist®
- ATTENTION ASSIST®
- ESP® Electronic Stability Program
- PRE-SAFE® w/PRE-SAFE Sound hearing protection technology
- Electronic Stability Program (ESP); Crosswind Assist
- ATTENTION ASSIST®20

**Electronic Systems**

- 12.3" high-resolution digital instrument display
- 12.3" Airmatic Center Console display
- MBUX® Intelligent Operating System
- MBUX® Intelligent Semiconductors

** comfortably**

- Standard 360-degree Surround View System
- 360-degree Surround View System

- LED Tail Light System
- LED headlight system w/active high beam
- Multifunction steering wheel w/shift paddles

- Wallet-friendly locking w/KEYLESS-START, soft-close doors
- KEYLESS-GO® without a key
- KEYLESS-START® w/ HANDS-FREE ACCESS

- Heated and ventilated front seats
- Heated and ventilated rear seats
- Comfort seats

- Heated and ventilated seats
- Heated steering wheel
- Front Seat Comfort Package

- Keyless Go
- ACC® Adaptive Cruise Control
- Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC
- Night Vision Assist (optional)
- Night Vision Assist PLUS (optional)

**Interior**

- AMG Sports steering wheel
- AMG Performance steering wheel
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package PLUS

**Options**

- AMG Line Exterior
- AMG Line Interior

**Indirectly**

- AMG Line Exterior
- AMG Line Interior

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.

### Dimensions

| Sedans | $450 Sedan | $540 Sedan | $540e Sedan | $540 models | AMG Sedan | AMG Sedan V6 | $540e Sedan V6 | AMG Coupe | AMG Cabriolet
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wheelbase</strong></td>
<td>Overall length</td>
<td>124.6”</td>
<td>126.4”</td>
<td>121.9”</td>
<td>121.9”</td>
<td>121.9”</td>
<td>121.9”</td>
<td>121.9”</td>
<td>121.9”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height</strong></td>
<td>59.8”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
<td>59.0”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width</strong></td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
<td>69.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Curb weight</strong></td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
<td>5,280 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Options

**Premium Package**

- Intelligent Start-Stop feature
- Enhanced exterior lighting
- LED multicolored door sills

**Driver Assistance Package**

- Adaptive Cruise Control
- Lane Departure Warning
- Blind Spot Assist
- Traffic Sign Assist

**Warmth & Comfort Package**

- Heated and ventilated seats
- Heated and ventilated steering wheel
- Heated windshield wiper arms

**AMG Executive Rear Seat Package**

- Executive Rear Seat Package
- Power seat adjustment
- Power headrest adjustment
- Power lumbar support

**AMG Exclusive Interior Package**

- Exclusive Interior Package
- AMG Exclusive Interior Package
- AMG Exclusive Interior Package

**AMG Designo**

- Designo dashboard
- Designo interior panel
- Designo steering wheel

**AMG Drive-Style Package**

- AMG Drive-Style Package
- AMG Drive-Style Package
- AMG Drive-Style Package

**AMG Performance Package**

- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package

**AMG Performance Package PLUS**

- AMG Performance Package PLUS
- AMG Performance Package PLUS
- AMG Performance Package PLUS

**AMG Driver Assistance Package**

- AMG Driver Assistance Package
- AMG Driver Assistance Package
- AMG Driver Assistance Package

### Individual Options

- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package
- AMG Performance Package

**Please see endnotes at back of brochure.**
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S 560 4MATIC SEDAN

- 463-hp V8 biturbo engine
- 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- Diamond Silver metallic
- 20" AMG® 10-spoke wheels
- AMG Line Exterior
**The difference is in every EXPERIENCE**

The moment you take delivery of your new Mercedes-Benz, it starts to deliver for you. The joys of driving are engineered to excite and endure. Its progressive technology is designed to keep you connected now, and at the forefront of a changing world. And the people who stand behind your Mercedes-Benz are devoted to earning their Star, and your trust.

**Daily commute or roadtrip, thoughtful technology helps make any journey a joy.**

Mercedes me connect puts a network of features in your car, on your smartphone, and in the digital world around you. And all of them collaborate to help you keep on track, on time, and feeling you’re on top of your real world.

- You can remote-start your car, locate where it’s parked, configure vehicle settings from your phone, and more.
- You can look up destinations on your phone and send them to your car.
- You can configure vehicle settings from your phone, and more.
- You can turn directions as you drive.
- You can control vehicle functions via voice commands.
- You can send help in case of a break-in.
- You can start your car, locate where it’s parked, and more.
- You can interact with other connected vehicles on the road.
- You can remotely configure vehicle settings.
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